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Abstract

In the last decade, Neural Machine Transla-
tion (NMT) has experienced substantial ad-
vances. However, its widespread success has
revealed a limitation in terms of reduced profi-
ciency when dealing with under-resourced lan-
guage pairs, mainly due to the lack of paral-
lel corpora in comparison to high-resourced
language pairs like English-German, English-
Spanish, and English-French. As a result, re-
searchers have increasingly focused on imple-
menting NMT techniques tailored to under-
resourced language pairs and thereby, the con-
struction/collection of parallel corpora. In view
of the scarcity of parallel corpus for under-
resourced languages, the strategies for build-
ing a Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus and base-
line models for Machine Translation (MT)
of Kannada-Tulu are described in this pa-
per. Both Kannada and Tulu languages are
under-resourced due to lack of processing tools
and digital resources, especially parallel cor-
pora, which are critical for MT development.
Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus is constructed in
two ways: i) Manual Translation and ii) Auto-
matic Text Generation (ATG). Various encoder-
decoder based NMT approaches, including Re-
current Neural Network (RNN), Bidirectional
RNN (BiRNN), and transformer-based archi-
tectures, trained with Gated Recurrent Units
(GRU) and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
units, are explored as baseline models for Kan-
nada to Tulu (Kan-Tul) and Tulu to Kannada
(Kan-Tul) sentence-level translations. Addi-
tionally, the study explores sub-word tokeniza-
tion techniques for Kannada-Tulu language
pairs, and the performances of these NMT mod-
els are evaluated using Character n-gram F-
score (CHRF) and Bilingual Evaluation Under-
study (BLEU) scores. Among the baselines, the
transformer-based models outperformed other
models with BLEU scores of 0.241 and 0.341
and CHRF scores of 0.502 and 0.598 for Kan-
Tul and Kan-Tul sentence-level translations, re-
spectively.

1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) has held a dominant position in
the field of MT (Brown et al., 1993). However, in
recent years, NMT has emerged as the preferred
approach, as is evident from its prevalence in ma-
jority of the shared tasks and surveys in the field of
MT (Hegde et al., 2022a; Wang et al., 2021). Nev-
ertheless, the development of efficient MT systems
for under-resourced languages, which often suffer
from limited resources, remains an under-explored
area (Chakravarthi and Raja, 2020; Hegde et al.,
2021a) highlighting the need for more attention and
research in this domain (Chakravarthi et al., 2019).

In a multilingual country like India, linguistic
diversity is an integral part of daily life. People
use their mother tongue as the primary means of
communication and employ local or regional lan-
guages as a secondary mode of communication. In
Indian context, the rural population makes a sig-
nificant contribution to the overall population of
the country (Banerjee, 2021) and many rural resi-
dents exclusively speak their mother tongue, mak-
ing translation an essential tool to bridge language
barriers (Butzkamm, 2003). Translation plays a
pivotal role in facilitating effective communication
and fostering understanding among a culturally rich
and linguistically diverse population. However, hu-
man translators may not be available everywhere
and human translation is also expensive (Papineni
et al., 2002). This has increased the huge demand
for automatic translation viz., MT.

Kannada, the second oldest Dravidian language,
holds a significant place in the linguistic landscape
of India. It is predominantly spoken by the people
of Karnataka, a state in southern India, where it
serves as the official and administrative language.
With approximately 44 million native Kannada
speakers worldwide, it holds a substantial speaker



base. Over 12.6 million1 non-Kannada speakers
use Kannada as a second or third language for com-
munication and business. Kannada has its own
script derived from the Brahmi script family, con-
sisting of 49 characters, including 13 vowels, 2
diphthongs, and 34 consonants. Linguistically,
Kannada is an agglutinative language characterized
by a complex morphological structure. Words in
Kannada are constructed by combining compatible
suffixes and/or prefixes with root words, making
words meaningful. One distinctive feature of Kan-
nada is its free word order, which allows flexibility
in sentence construction. However, by convention,
verbs are typically placed at the end of sentences.

Tulu, a Dravidian language, predominantly spo-
ken by over 2.5 million people in the regions of
Dakshina Kannada and Udupi in Karnataka, as
well as in parts of Kasaragod in Kerala, holds a
special place as the mother tongue2 for its speakers.
Tulu is distinctive among Dravidian languages for
its preservation of linguistic features and unique
innovations. Notably, it exhibits the use of 8 differ-
ent cases (vibhakti), complexities in gender iden-
tification, and the common application of the ab-
lative case, setting it apart from other Dravidian
languages and highlighting its rich linguistic di-
versity within the Indian subcontinent. Tulu has
its own script, ’Tigalari,’ which is derived from
the Grantha script; however, it is not widely used.
Tulu’s linguistic structure is characterized by a
high degree of agglutination and morphology, with
words formed by attaching suffixes and/or pre-
fixes to root words, much like in Kannada. How-
ever, due to lack of Unicode support for Tigalari
and influence of Kannada - the regional language,
most Tulu literature and articles are written in Kan-
nada script (Antony et al., 2016). Tulu also shares
some linguistic similarities with Kannada, includ-
ing verb-final inflectional patterns and relatively
free word order.

MT between morphologically rich languages
like Kannada and Tulu remains an uncommon and
rarely explored topic (Hegde et al., 2022b). While
Kannada has seen some involvement in MT, Tulu
has received very limited attention in this context.
However, the translation between an established
local language like Kannada and an ancient re-

1https://censusindia.gov.in/
2011Census/C-1625062018NEW.pdf

2https://www.mangaloretoday.
com/opinion/Tulu-Language-Its\
-Script-and-Dialects.html

gional language like Tulu, has the potential to cap-
ture the interest of MT researchers. This under-
scores the importance of developing efficient tech-
niques for handling translation between these lan-
guage pairs, not only for communication but also
for the preservation of linguistic resources. This
study also reveals the divergence patterns between
Kannada and Tulu at lexical and structural levels,
though both languages have overlapping vocabular-
ies. With these objectives, this work focuses on cre-
ating a Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus for MT and
setting benchmarks by implementing NMT base-
lines. The corpus construction is done in two ways:
Manual Translation and ATG guided by linguistic
rules. To benchmark the dataset, a wide range of
encoder-decoder based NMT architectures, includ-
ing RNN, BiRNN, and transformers with GRU and
LSTM units, are implemented to translate Kannada
sentences to Tulu sentences and vice versa. Fur-
ther, Byte Pair Embeddings (BPE) are employed
for sub-word tokenization to resolve the Out-Of-
Vocabulary (OOV) issue to some extent.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
related work is presented in Section 2 and the con-
struction of parallel corpus is detailed in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the NMT baselines followed by
the experiments and results in Section 5. The pa-
per concludes in Section 6 with avenues for future
work.

2 Related Work

In NMT, a parallel corpus is essential for training
the model. However, creating a high-quality par-
allel corpus is a challenging and time-consuming
process as it requires an in-depth understanding of
both source and target languages and often involves
manual or semi-automatic alignment of transla-
tions, making it a critical bottleneck in building
effective translation systems (Ramesh et al., 2022;
Hegde and Shashirekha, 2020). Constructing a
parallel corpus for under-resourced language pair
introduces an additional layer of complexity due to
scarcity of linguistic resources, making the process
even more challenging.

The conventional method of constructing a paral-
lel corpus relies on manual translation with the help
of linguists (Hegde and Shashirekha, 2022). While
this approach yields high-quality parallel data, it is
expensive and laborious. Hence, MT researchers
have turned their focus towards human-assisted or
automatic methods for parallel corpus construc-

https://censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/C-16 25062018 NEW.pdf
https://censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/C-16 25062018 NEW.pdf
https://www.mangaloretoday.com/opinion/Tulu-Language-Its\-Script-and-Dialects.html
https://www.mangaloretoday.com/opinion/Tulu-Language-Its\-Script-and-Dialects.html
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tion, aiming to streamline the process and reduce
the associated expenses (Tse et al., 2020). In this
direction, web crawling (Cheok et al., 2022) and
web scraping techniques (Naznin et al., 2023), are
found to be more promising for constructing paral-
lel corpora for under-resourced languages by auto-
matically extracting bilingual content from the on-
line resources. In addition, leveraging technologies
such as the Google Translation Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) (Lowphansirikul et al.,
2022), parallel text generation from speech by per-
forming speech-to-text translation (Cettolo et al.,
2012), aligned subtitles from the movies or videos
(Pilevar et al., 2011) and crowd-sourced transla-
tions (Nowshin et al., 2018), aid in the construction
of parallel corpora. These automated and semi-
automated approaches can significantly enhance
the corpus creation process. However, their ef-
fectiveness relies on post-processing for quality
control to ensure accurate and reliable parallel text
alignments (Soe et al., 2021).

In addition to manual and web-based methods
for constructing parallel corpora, the Text Augmen-
tation (TA) approach that comprises a dictionary-
based word induction is also explored by the schol-
arly community (Xia et al., 2019) to enhance the
size of the parallel corpus. In this method, words in
an under-resourced language are replaced with sim-
ilar words from a high-resource language within
a sentence with the help of a bilingual dictionary.
These modified sentences are subsequently refined
using an unsupervised MT framework to produce
augmented text data, presenting a practical solution
for enriching parallel corpora to address resource
issues in under-resourced languages. In addition,
various TA techniques, including back-translation
(Mujadia and Sharma, 2022), dictionary-based syn-
onym replacement (Kchaou et al., 2023), word
embeddings-based synonym replacement (Bayer
et al., 2022), text paraphrasing (Mi et al., 2022),
knowledge injection (Maharana et al., 2022), and
data generation through rule-based methods (Yu
et al., 2022), are also explored to enhance the size
of the parallel corpora.

Though several techniques are explored to con-
struct high-quality parallel corpora, corpus con-
struction in morphologically rich under-resourced
language pairs like Kannada-Tulu have received
limited attention. In our previous work, we con-
structed the first-ever parallel corpus for Kannada-
Tulu language pair with 30,000 parallel sentences
(Hegde et al., 2022b) by adopting manual transla-

Data sources
# of

sentences
Wikipedia 9,585
IndoWordnet 20,665
Mann ki baath 13,871
Bible 12,429
Samanantar 16,424

Table 1: Data sources and the number of Kannada sen-
tences considered for manual translation to Tulu

tion with the help of experts and ATG guided by
named entities (considering 100 unique sentences
with different combinations of person names and
location). This dataset is benchmarked by imple-
menting different NMT models (RNN, BiRNN, and
transformer models with LSTM units), followed
by SMT system. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the only research work that has addressed
the parallel corpus construction of Kannada-Tulu
language pair (Hegde et al., 2022b). However, the
number of parallel sentences created in this work is
limited. Further, due to limited linguistic variations
(just by considering the different combinations of
person names and locations) the output translations
are biased.

3 Dataset Construction

Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus construction is car-
ried out in two ways: Manual Translation and ATG
guided by rules, and the parallel corpus construc-
tion process is given below:

3.1 Manual Translation

The process of creating Kannada-Tulu parallel cor-
pus starts from scratch due to the limited availabil-
ity of resources. Monolingual Kannada sentences
are collected from digital sources and duplicate
sentences are removed from the collection. The
remaining sentences are then assigned to human
translators for manually translating them to Tulu.
Notably, Kannada script is employed for Tulu text
due to the unavailability of Unicode standards for
the Tulu script. The workflow for constructing the
parallel corpus is shown in Figure 1 and the sources
of Kannada sentences are shown in Table 1.

Manual translation, while being labor-intensive
and expensive, yields a high-quality parallel corpus
for MT. Existing literature highlights that human-
translated sentences, despite their time and re-
source demands, encompass a broader range of lin-
guistic variations and deliver precise data (Hegde



Figure 1: Framework of the Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus construction

Information of Translators
# of

Translators

Gender
Male 2

Female 10

Highest education
M.A (Tulu) 2

M.A. (Kannada) 1
M.Sc. 9

Medium of schooling
English 2
Kannada 10

Table 2: Details of translators

and Shashirekha, 2022). By offering clear guide-
lines to translators, it is feasible to obtain a fluent
and comprehensive target text, facilitating the de-
velopment of efficient MT models. For manual
translation, proficient native Tulu speakers who are
also fluent in Kannada are chosen. Initially, they
are provided with sample Kannada sentences for
translation and the corresponding Tulu translations
are obtained and verified. Based on the quality of
the translated sentences, 12 translators are engaged
for manual translation. Details of the translators
are shown in Table 2 and guidelines assigned to
the translators are given below:

• the target sentence must accurately reflect the
context of the source sentence

• the appropriateness and fluency of the target
language must be taken into account when
translating

• if there are words in the source sentence that
do not belong to the source language, they
must be entered in the target sentence the same
way as they appeared in the source sentence

• the digits must be written in the target lan-
guage phonetics or in the format of the num-
ber

Table 3: Kannada and corresponding Tulu action verbs
along with their Engish translations

The resultant parallel corpus obtained from the
manual translators amounts to 72,974 Kannada-
Tulu sentence pairs. As Kannada sentences are
collected from different resources, the parallel cor-
pus exhibits sufficient linguistic variations.

3.2 Automatic Text Generation

Natural Language Generation (NLG) is the pro-
cess of generating text based on the given input
and primarily there two approaches: i) rule-based
NLG and ii) template-based NLG. While rule-
based NLG follows a predefined linguistic rules,
template-based NLG relies on a set of predeter-
mined templates, to generate text. Inspired by
Kulkarni and Pai (2019); Hegde et al. (2022b), this
work utilizes the rule-based NLG for ATG (rule-
based ATG) which automatically generates the text
according to the specified linguistic rules. This
rule-based ATG creates new text rather than du-
plicating or adding slight linguistic variations to



Table 4: Sample tense suffixes and vibhakti suffixes for Kannada and Tulu langugaes

the existing data. This attempt helps to resolve the
lack of resource issue to some extent in NLP tasks
like MT and question and answering for under-
resourced languages. Though rule-based ATG cre-
ates slightly narrow/biased data, its strength lies
in the precise application of linguistic rules. Addi-
tionally, it serves as a helpful resource for language
learners, offering the generation of straightforward
sentences that can aid second language acquisition.
Second-language learners can utilize such modules
to generate sentences in a controlled manner and
learn these languages. This computational tool can
benefit users who know any one language and are
willing to learn another language.

The proposed rule-based ATG involves generat-
ing text by randomly selecting subjects, objects and
verbs from the list of subjects, objects, and verbs re-
spectively. These subjects, objects and verbs which
are used in day-to-day conversation are collected
from the available online resources. Verbs take
different forms when combined with the suffixes
depending on the grammatical function they serve
and the phenomenon is called verbal inflection. The
verbal inflections are not only the tense markers
but also encode Person-Gender- Number (PNG) in-
formation with respect to the subject. However, for
morphologically rich languages like Kannada and
Tulu, this verbal inflections become more challeng-
ing to handle as the root verb changes its spelling
leading to ambiguity during categorizing the verbs
and objects. The steps involved in developing the
proposed rule-based ATG system are given below:

1. 20 Kannada and corresponding Tulu action
verbs are randomly selected and these verbs
along with their English translations are
shown in Table 3.

2. 36 distinct suffixes belonging to present and
future tenses in both Kannada and Tulu lan-
guages are selected to inflect the verbs and the

samples of such suffixes are shown in Table 4.

3. Based on day-to-day conversation, 40 objects
each for Kannada and Tulu languages which
are compatible with the 20 action verbs men-
tioned in Table 4 are selected.

4. 4 different cases (vibhakti) are selected for
object inflections for both Kannada and Tulu
languages and these cases are shown in Ta-
ble 4.

5. 10 sample words belonging to masculine and
feminine genders and 4 pronouns (both includ-
ing singular and plural) are randomly selected
from the online resources.

6. Based on vibhakti/cases, PNG, tense, the in-
tent of the verb and complexity of the verbal
inflection, 14 categories are created for Kan-
nada and 24 categories are created for Tulu
as most of the words in Tulu change their
spelling when a verb in its base form is in-
flected with the suffix/es.

7. A handcrafted implementation is carried out
based on the rules set to get the unique com-
binations of subjects, objects, and verbs in
Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) order. The sam-
ple rule sets along with sample subject, object,
and verb combinations, for both Kannada and
Tulu languages are shown in Table 5.

8. The order of subjects, objects, and verbs in
unique SOV combinations is changed into
OSV in order to get syntactical variation in
the generated text.

With this arrangement, the proposed rule-based
ATG with a set of 14 rules for Kannada and 24 rules
for Tulu resulted, in 57,600 unique Kannada-Tulu
parallel sentences. However, as both Kannada and
Tulu are morphologically rich languages, it is very



Table 5: Sample subject, object, and verb combinations along with rule sets for Kannada and Tulu languages

difficult to define an exhaustive set of linguistic
rules.

3.2.1 Evaluation of the text generated by ATG
Rule-based approaches can be useful for processing
simple text and these approaches can be prone to er-
rors, especially when dealing with morphologically
rich and agglutinative languages due to rich ver-
bal and object inflections (Vodolazova and Lloret,
2019). In addition, as there are no generalized rules
for handling verbal and object inflections (Antony
et al., 2012), syntactic and semantic evaluation of
the text generated by the rule-based ATG system
is very essential. The evaluation of the proposed
ATG is carried out in two steps: Manual verifica-
tion to find the wrong patterns in a selected set
of sentences and automatic identification of these
wrong patterns in the given set of sentences. The
verification details are given below:

• Manual verification - of the generated text
involves manually checking whether the gen-
erated sentences are syntactically and seman-
tically correct or not. These sentences are
then annotated with ’correct’ or ’incorrect’
labels depending on whether the sentence is
correct or incorrect respectively. This annota-
tion process involves 6 native speakers of the
respective languages as annotators; 3 for each
language. Guidelines provided to the annota-
tors to carry out the annotations along with
the sample Kannada and Tulu sentences fol-

lowed by their English translations are shown
in Table 6. Words that violate the rules in
the incorrect sentences (both in Kannada and
Tulu) are identified and listed, for creating
wrong patterns and a sample of such wrong
patterns are shown in Table 7. This process
ensures the quality and accuracy of the gen-
erated content. Out of 57,600 Kannada-Tulu
parallel sentences, 12,000 sentences contain-
ing all the verbal and object inflections are
selected and these sentences are used for the
manual verification so that all possible wrong
patterns can be captured.

• Automatic evaluation - of the sentences is car-
ried out by matching the wrong patterns (ob-
tained during manual verification) automat-
ically. Out of 57,600 sentences generated,
45,600 sentences are considered for automatic
evaluation. If a sentence consists of wrong
patterns, such a sentence is annotated as ’in-
correct’ otherwise it is annotated as ’correct’.

Out of 57,600 parallel sentences generated by
ATG, 44,288 parallel sentences are found to be cor-
rect after evaluation. These sentence pairs/parallel
sentences combined with the 72,974 manually
translated sentence pairs/parallel sentences amount-
ing to 1,17,262 sentence pairs/parallel sentences
form the Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus and Table 8
shows the statistics of this corpus.



Table 6: Annotation guidelines along with sample Kannada and Tulu sentences followed by their English translations

Table 7: Sample wrong patterns in Kannada and Tulu
sentences

4 Neural Machine Translation Baselines

A set of encoder-decoder based NMT approaches
including RNN with GRU (RNN+GRU) and
LSTM (RNN+LSTM) units, BiRNN with GRU
(BiRNN+GRU) and LSTM (Bi-RNN) units, trans-
formers with GRU (transformers+GRU) and LSTM
(transformers+LSTM) units, are experimented to
set the benchmarks for the Kannada-Tulu paral-
lel corpus. Further, sub-word tokenization is also
explored in these approaches as it has exhibited
promising results in similar research works (Hegde
and Shashirekha, 2022). In order to implement
NMT models, the following steps are used:

4.1 Pre-processing
Pre-processing plays a pivotal role in enhancing the
quality of NMT output, as indicated by the research
studies (Hegde et al., 2021b; Oudah et al., 2019). It
not only eliminates the noise from the corpus, but
also assesses the corpus semantically, encouraging
the formation of sentence alignments.

4.2 Sub-word Tokenization
Sub-word tokenization is a popular tokenization
technique where rare words are broken down into
their most frequent words and represented by the
sequences of bytes (Sennrich et al., 2015). The

Languages
# of

words

# of
unique
words

Average
sentence
length

Kannada 7,04,937 1,36,129 6
Tulu 7,81,603 1,33,568 7

Kan-Tul
parallel

sentences

Train set Test set
1,14,762 2,500

Total 1,17,262

Table 8: Statistics of Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus and
details about Train and Test set

purpose of sub-word tokenization is to avoid OOV
problems by analyzing a word as sub-words. In
this work, BPE3 - a popular technique for sub-word
tokenization is employed.

4.3 Model Construction

NMT is a corpus-based approach for translation,
leveraging Neural Networks (NN) to facilitate
seamless processing of text from one language to
another (Sutskever et al., 2014). It is widely re-
garded as the most suitable method for conduct-
ing sequence-to-sequence translation at the sen-
tence level. The sequence-to-sequence architec-
ture, also known as vanilla RNN, is fundamen-
tal for sequence prediction tasks. RNNs are ben-
eficial for processing sequential data of variable
lengths by utilizing a hidden state that retains in-
formation from previous time steps. This inher-
ent capability allows RNNs to capture and lever-
age contextual information, enabling them to ef-
fectively model dependencies between words in
tasks such as sentence-level translation. It com-
prises of two essential components: the encoder -
takes the source language text as input and trans-

3https://bpemb.h-its.org/

https://bpemb.h-its.org/


Hyper-parameters Values
word vector size 512
encoding layers 3
decoding layers 3
heads 8
learning rate 1.0
dropout 0.3
batch size 64
train steps 1,00,000
encoder type transformer
rnn type lstm
position encoding True
optimization sgd
check-point 10,000

Table 9: Hyper-parameters and their values used to
configure Transformer+LSTM+BPE model

forms it into an intermediate representation, and
the decoder - generates the output by utilizing the
encoding vector and previously generated words
(Neubig, 2017). This work utilizes different RNN
architectures (LSTM and GRU) followed by an
RNN variant called BiRNN (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997). Additionally, transformer - a self-attention-
based NN is also employed with different RNN
units (LSTM and GRU) (Vaswani et al., 2017).

5 Experiments and Results

NMT models for translating Kan-Tul and vice
versa are implemented using the open-source NMT
framework, OpenNMT-py4. This framework of-
fers a structured encoder-decoder architecture en-
riched with attention mechanisms, allowing seam-
less handling of sequence-to-sequence prediction
tasks. Several experiments are carried out involving
the meticulous fine-tuning of hyperparameters to
achieve optimal performances of the learning mod-
els. Variations in encoder types, such as the RNN,
BiRNN, and transformer, are explored. Addition-
ally, RNN architectures namely: LSTM and GRU
are explored to identify the most suitable hyperpa-
rameters configurations. The optimal hyperparame-
ters and their values for Transformer+LSTM+BPE
models which exhibited better performance are
shown in Table 9.

In assessing the performance of NMT models,
BLEU scores and CHRF scores are chosen as the
evaluation metrics. BLEU scores are calculated by
counting matching word n-grams between the can-
didate translation and the reference text (Papineni

4https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py

et al., 2002), whereas CHRF measures the similar-
ity between the candidate translation and one or
more reference translations in terms of character-
level n-grams (Popović, 2015). These approaches
provide an automated means of evaluation simi-
lar to human assessment, enabling researchers to
quantitatively measure the quality of MT models
and make informed comparisons between different
translation outputs.

The performances of the proposed models in
terms of BLEU and CHRF scores are shown in Ta-
ble 10 and the results illustrate that all the proposed
NMT models exhibited considerably good BLEU
and CHRF scores for both Kan-Tul and Tul-Kan
translations. From Table 10, it is clear that mod-
els with GRU exhibited the lowest scores due to
the simpler architecture of GRU which fails to cap-
ture the correct context of the words with complex
structure. On the other hand, models with LSTM
performed better, as LSTM architecture captures
long-term dependencies. LSTM architectures are
beneficial for dealing with complex data, which
makes them suitable for handling morphologically
rich agglutinative languages like Kannada and Tulu.
BiRNN has shown slightly improved performance
due to its ability to capture information from the
past and future contexts, providing a more com-
prehensive understanding of the input sequence.
Transformer models outperformed the other models
because of their self-attention mechanism, which
captures the context during translation. The com-
bination of Transformer+LSTM+BPE model has
shown a slight improvement over the other models
because of the small Tulu vocabulary of 10,000
words in BPE.

The sample Kan-Tul translations obtained from
RNN+GRU and Transformer+LSTM+BPE mod-
els along with the actual translations are shown
in Table 11. It is clear that translations obtained
from the RNN+GRU model have more unknown to-
kens compared to the translations obtained from the
Transformer+LSTM+BPE model. Further, output
1 (RNN+GRU) has more <unk> (unknown) tokens
compared to output 2 (Transformer+LSTM+BPE)
as GRU is unable to capture the long-term depen-
dencies because of its simple architecture with
fewer parameters. In E.g. 1 and 3, output 2 has one
unknown token. This may be due to the complexity
of the word and rare occurrence of the word during
training. Further, for output 2 in E.g. 2 and 4, all
the source words are successfully translated, indi-
cating efficiency of the Transformer+LSTM+BPE

https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py


Models Kannada-Tulu Tulu-Kannada
BLEU CHRF BLEU CHRF

RNN+GRU 0.098 0.196 0.10 0.20
RNN+LSTM 0.201 0.468 0.273 0.543
BiRNN+GRU 0.082 0.196 0.089 0.199
BiRNN+LSTM 0.206 0.472 0.291 0.549
Transformer+GRU 0.148 0.224 0.186 0.235
Transformer+LSTM 0.238 0.483 0.301 0.562
Transformer+GRU+BPE 0.205 0.257 0.216 0.311
Transformer+LSTM+BPE 0.241 0.502 0.341 0.598

Table 10: Performance of the baselines in terms of BLEU and CHRF scores

Table 11: Kan-Tul and Tul-Kan translation samples obtained by the NMT models along with the actual translations
followed by their English translations

model.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes the construction of Kannada-
Tulu parallel corpus for NMT and the NMT base-
lines to translate Kan-Tul and vice versa. Kannada-
Tulu parallel corpus is constructed manually and
also using ATG by incorporating linguistic rules.
Using Kannada-Tulu parallel corpus, different
NMT models with different encoder and decoder
variants are implemented to translate Kan-Tul and
vice versa. Among the proposed models, Trans-
former+LSTM+BPE model outperformed the other
models with BLEU scores of 0.241 and CHRF
scores of 0.502 for Kan-Tul translation. Further,
the same model outperformed the other models for
Tul-Kan translation with BLEU scores of 0.341
and CHRF scores of 0.598. Future research will
examine hybrid NMT models that combine Kan-
nada and Tulu language traits with appropriate
pre-processing methods. Further, ATG will be en-

hanced by incorporating additional rules to address
the current limitation of producing short-length sen-
tences in future work.
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